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Stream Presentation: Social Media Risk

RiskMinds concluded for PwC on Thursday, December 11, with Matthew Tod’s
presentation– Social Media Risk, the first ever talk on social media at RiskMinds.

Matthew highlighted how Social Media is changing the risk landscape and how firms have
dealt with this change, or not! The key points he made were:
- Social is inescapable, humans are social animals and will communicate no matter what.
Social media is in use throughout the ecosystem a business exists in, and that needs to be
acknowledged.
- Increased trackable interaction increases risk in many areas of the organisation, not all of
which are obvious. The challenge is therefore to really understand social media and what it is
being used for.
- These risks change as organisational use of social media evolve, so creating mechanisms to
understand what is happening and how to manage risk will need to evolve at the same pace
as social media evolution - that's fast!

Matthew also made the point that leaders in the digital age tend to disrupt markets by
harnessing digital technology and social media, and that means every company will have to
embrace digital and social to survive in the 21st century.

The ley takeaway is that members of the financial services community need to use and
engage with social technologies in order to effectively understand the medium that is
becoming ever more important.
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